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5.4W Smart Tuneable GU10 Lamp
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Model: AU-A1GUZBCX5

Input Voltage: 220-240V AC

Power Factor: 0.7

Number of LEDs: 10

Technology: LED

Operating Temp: -20°C - 25°C

Overall Diameter (mm): 50

Length (mm): 54

Lamp Type: GU10

SDCM: 6

Technical Specification:

The new Zigbee controlled AOne™ Smart GU10 lamps are a simple and 
convenient way to smarten your lighting space for convenience, ambience 
and security. The GU10 lamps come with tuneable white technology 
allowing you to control the colour temperature between 2200-5000K. 
Due to the compact size of the GU10 range, these lamps retrofit into all 
standard fire-rated cans. Smart Inside enables individual or group control 
via the App, voice or remote allowing you to create scenes, control spaces 
and set schedules.

Description:

• Conforming to CE, RoHS and REACH directives

Certifications:

Input Frequency: 50/60HZ

Dimmable: Yes

IP Rating: IP20

Lifetime L70 (hrs): 25000

Optical Material: PC

Positional Adjustment: Fixed

LED Chip: 2835

SKU Code: Colour: Lumen Range: Useful Lumens: Lumens/Watt: Wattage: Beam Angle: Finish Colour:

AU-A1GUZBCX5 2200-5000K 340lm - 400lm 300lm 74.07lm/W 5.4W 60° White

SKU Table and Ordering:

This product has a warranty period of 2 Years. Warranties may be available 

on certain products as indicated in the product description. Warranties are 

valid from the date of purchase.The warranty is invalid in the case of improper 

use, installation, tampering, removal of the Q.C. date label or installation in an 

improper working environment or installation. Should this product fail during 

the warranty period it will be replaced free of charge, subject to the correct 

installation of the original product and subsequent return of the faulty unit. 

Aurora does not accept responsibility for any installation costs associated 

with the replacement of this product and Aurora reserves the right to alter 

specifications without prior notice.

Warranty:


